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We have performed a density-functional theory harmonic vibrational analysis of the infinite polyalaninea
helix. The calculated phonon dispersion spectrum shows excellent agreement to available experimental data,
except for the high frequency hydrogen stretching modes which show characteristic shifts due to anharmonic
effects. A major advantage compared to previously performed empirical force field studies is that long range
effects such as electrostatic interaction and polarization are intrinsically taken into account for characterizing
hydrogen bond formation in the helix. Our results indicate that these effects are crucial to accurately describe
the low frequency acoustical branches and lead to a significantly better agreement with experiment for the
specific heat in the low temperature range.
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An accurate description of the vibrational properties of
the secondary structure of proteins is crucial for a detailed
understanding of its structure, thermodynamic stability and
functionality. For example, the formation of a specific sec-
ondary structural elementssuch as, e.g., ana helix, a 310
helix, a b sheet, or ag turnd is directly reflected in charac-
teristic changessfingerprintsd in the vibrational spectrum
which can be experimentally detected by spectroscopic
methodsfe.g., infraredsIRd and Raman spectroscopyg f1g.
Further, particularly the lower frequency vibrational
branches strongly determine the thermodynamic stability
sfree energyd of the secondary structure and also crucially
affect atomic rearrangementsprotein foldingd and conforma-
tional fluctuation processes of biological importancef2g. A
key interaction for the stabilization of the secondary struc-
ture is intrachain hydrogen bondingf3g. It is now well estab-
lished that strength and formation of hydrogen bonds are
reflected both in the vibrational modes of the peptide-
backbonesamide modesd f1g as well as in the low frequency
rigid-peptidesacousticald modesf4g. Thus, for getting an ac-
curate theoretical description of the vibrational properties an
adequate treatment of the intrachain hydrogen bonding in the
secondary structure is essential.

A problem in describing hydrogen bonds is that due to
their polar nature they may strongly interact with each other.
Thus, embedding an isolated hydrogen bond in an array of
hydrogen bonds, such as, e.,g., in a regulara helix, strongly
affects its dipole moment and bond strengthf5,6g. This may
lead to significant cooperative phenomena—the strength and
thus the impact on the vibrational spectrum of a hydrogen
bond depends on the environment, i.e., whether it is located
in a small finite piece of the secondary structure or in long
regular speriodicd structures. Thus, realistic models for the
secondary structure must take hydrogen bond cooperativity
into account.

A model system to study thea–helical secondary struc-
ture is alanine. Alanine is known to have a high propensity to
form a helicesf7g and due to its simple side chain and the
possibility to synthesize long regular helices it has been

strongly investigated in the pastf4,8,9g. The theoretical stud-
ies were based on an infinite regular structural model for the
a helix and employed empirical force fields which were op-
timized to fit the experimental spectra. While this approach
allowed a fundamental understanding of the vibrational dy-
namics of polypeptides, theoretical studies revealed signifi-
cant differences between experimental data and force field
results for the specific heatf4,8g, indicating substantial errors
in the low frequency vibrational branches. Thus, calculations
which fully account for long-range hydrogen bond cooperat-
ivity effects are highly desirable.

Previous studies showed the high reliability and accuracy
of density functional theory in the generalized gradient ap-
proximationsDFT-GGAd to describe hydrogen bond strength
and geometryssee f10g and references thereind. Recently
DFT-GGA has been used to study selected vibrations such as
the Amide branches of infiniteb sheetsf11g or vibrations of
short finite helicesf12,13g. However a study of the complete
vibrational spectrum of the secondary structure of proteins
that considers its full electronic structure and that would al-
low a fully ab initio thermodynamic treatment is missing.

We have therefore employed DFT-GGA in this work to
calculate the full vibrational spectrum of an infinite polyala-
nine chain ina–helical conformation and compared the de-
rived frequencies and thermodynamic data to experiment. As
will be shown this approach provides an accurate description
of the phonon spectrasboth with respect to absolute position
and dispersiond and a significantly improved description of
the thermodynamic propertiessspecific heatd.

The infinite regular polyalaninea helix has been de-
scribed as a crystal with, in terms of cylindrical coordinates,
one-dimensional lattice periodicity: each lattice pointn con-
tains as basis anL-alanine peptide unit, which consists of
p=10 atoms at positionsui,a

cyl, wherei goes over thep atoms
anda goes over the three cylindrical directionsr, f, andz.
The lattice vector, which transforms one representative pep-
tide unit into itsnth nearest neighbor is given by
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Rn
cyl = s0,nQ,nhd. s1d

Here Q is the helix twist andh is the helix pitch, i.e., the
increment per peptide unit along thez axis. The helix axis is
chosen to be parallel to thez axis.

The DFT calculations have been performed using a plane
wave pseudopotential approach as implemented in the
SFHIngX codef14g. The helix has been modeled using an
orthorhombic supercell which contains 11 peptide units and
three turnssFig. 1d. All calculations have been performed
using the Perdew, Burke, and ErnzerhoffsPBEd GGA-
functionalf15g and a plane wave energy cutoff of 70 Ry. To
obtain full self-consistency and completely stable conver-
gence for the electronic system we have employed the dis-
cretized expression for the exchange-correlation functional
f16g. The influence of spurious Hellman-Feynman forces
hereby arising from the discretization has been reduced by
using a twice as fine mesh than that imposed by the sampling
theoremsdetails will be given elsewheref17gd.

Using the equilibrium geometry we have computed the
ssymmetry reducedd force constant matrix in terms of Carte-
sian coordinates:

Ksn,i,ads0,j ,a8d
Cart =

]Fsn,i,ad

]us0,j ,a8d
Cart . s2d

Here,a and a8 go over the three Cartesian directionsx, y,
andz. Fsn,i,ad is theath component of the Hellman-Feynman
force acting on theith atom in thenth peptide andu0,j ,a8

Cart is
the displacement of thej th atom alonga8 in a representative
peptide swith n=0d. The derivatives in Eq.s2d have been
calculated by a two-point symmetric finite difference ap-
proach. Thus, a total of 60 inequivalent structures has been
considered. A value of 0.01 Bohr for the displacement has
been found to give converged results of the finite difference
quotients.

After converting the force constant matrixK Cart to the
respective matrixK cyl in cylindrical coordinates a phase de-
pendent quadratic 3p dimensional force constant matrix is
obtained by convolution:

K cylswd = o
n=−L

n=+L

K 0,n
cyl expsinwd. s3d

The fact that the helix exhibits a translational symmetry in
cylindrical coordinates allows us to use the same methodol-
ogy as for phonons in crystalsf18,19g. Specifically, the phase
vector w is analog to thek vector in periodic crystals and
denotes the vibrational phase difference between adjacent
peptide units. The upper and lower boundL for the summa-
tion in Eq. s3d are a cutoff and limit intrachain vibrational
coupling up to theLth nearest neighbor. Since our supercell
contains 11 peptides, the maximum nearest neighbor interac-
tion which can be resolved isL=5.

To obtain the vibrational frequencies and eigenstates of
the helix the matricesK cylswd have been transformed to
mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates yielding the dynamical
matrices:

Dswd = M −1/2B†K cylswdBM −1/2. s4d

Here the matrixM −1/2 is a diagonal matrix, containing the
square roots of the atomic masses of the peptide unit, and the
B matrix f19,20g is constructed from the first-order deriva-
tives of the cylindrical with respect to Cartesian coordinates.
The equations of motion can then be expressed by the secu-
lar equation:

detfDswd − vi
2swd1g = 0. s5d

Solving this equation for a given phase anglew yields the
according vibrational frequenciesviswd. We note that Eqs.
s3d–s5d are exact only on a special set of phase angles com-
patible with the periodic boundary conditions introduced by
the supercell approach:

wn =
2pn

2L + 1
, − L ø n ø L. s6d

To obtain the vibrational frequencies in between these points
we did not use Eq.s5d sbecause it gives the wrong long
wavelength limit for the acoustical branchesd but a cubic
spline interpolation scheme. As result we have obtained 30
continuous vibrational branches, the so-called phonon dis-
persion relation. Note, that due to symmetry considerations
vswd=vs−wd and vswd=vsw+2pd. Thus it is sufficient to
display the phonon dispersion relation for 0øwøp, i.e., in
the first half of the vibrational Brillouin zone.

All 30 vibrational branchesviswd obtained are real, veri-
fying that the helix is in a local minimum of the total energy
surface. Careful tests regarding the numeric accuracy of our
results give an error bar of 5 cm−1. The eigenvectors have
been analyzed—a qualitative classification of the individual
branches is given in Table I. A more detailed discussion of
the eigenvectors will be given elsewheref17g.

The calculated frequenciesviswd are shown in Fig. 2 to-
gether with experimental data points from polarized IR and

FIG. 1. sad Schematic geometry of an infinitea helix as mod-
eled in our supercell approach. The supercell contains 3 full turns of
the helix, i.e., 11 peptide units.sbd Schematic geometry of a single
alanine peptide unit. The dotted lines denote intrachain N-H¯O
hydrogen bonds.
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Raman spectraf9g on oriented films ofa–helical polyala-
nine. Note that since only vibrational modes at high-
symmetry points are optically active, experimental data are
restricted to a few points in the Brillouin zone: In case of the
a helix theA point atw=0° and theE1 point atw=99.57° are
IR and Raman active. TheE2 point at w=160.86° is only
Raman active. To allow a direct comparison with experiment
the calculated frequencies have been scaled by a uniform
factor of 1.02. Comparing with experiment we have to dif-
ferentiate between the 25 branches lower than 2000 cm−1

and the 5 branches above 2000 cm−1. For the first group of
branches we find an overall excellent agreement. The only
noticeable disagreement is for branch 10 at 600 cm−1 which
is upshifted by<50 cm−1 compared to experiment. For all
other branches below 2000 cm−1 the deviations are smaller
than 20 cm−1. For the second group of branches, which are
all related to hydrogen stretching modes, a characteristic up-
ward sblueshiftd of <100 cm−1 compared to experiment is
found. This deviation is expected to be mainly due to anhar-
monic contributions which are known to give shifts in the

range of 50–250 cm−1 for hydrogen stretching vibrations
f22g.

We note that the excellent agreement between theory and
experiment is similar to what has been achieved in previous
studies based on force field modelsf8,9g. However, in con-
trast to these methods which are optimized to fit the vibra-
tional spectra at available experimental data points, the DFT
calculations performed here are free of any experimental in-
put parameters. Therefore, it is interesting to check the accu-
racy of the force field models in the region not accessible in
experiment, i.e., away from the high-symmetrysoptical ac-
tived points in the Brillouin zone. The part of the vibrational
spectrum where deviations are most likely to occur are
branches exhibiting large dispersion and/or a complex shape
of the viswd dependence.

A comparison of our DFT results to the force field models
showed hereby significant differences for two classes of such
branches. The first class is given by the vibrations most di-
rectly involved in the hydrogen bondsfFig. 1sbdg, i.e., the
Amide A, 1, and 2 branchessTable Id. The dispersion of
these branches is characterized by long ranged vibrational
couplings between peptides, which are third, fourth, or even
fifth nearest neighbors as can be inferred from the off-
diagonal elements in the dynamical matrix. Particularly the
dispersive splitting of the Amide A branch where we observe
a splitting of 32 cm−1 is completely absent in force field cal-
culationsf8,9g.

The second type of highly dispersive branches are the
acoustical modes. For the two lowest lying acoustic branches
we find significant shifts with respect to the force field cal-
culations f8,9g: Compared to the latter our data are blue
shifted by up to 25 cm−1 fFig. 1sbdg, i.e., DFT predicts a
“harder” helix compared to force field results. Most likely,
this difference arises from the limited accuracy in describing
the intrachain hydrogen bonding interactions and from ne-
glecting nonlinear, cooperative effects within the force fields
used in Refs.f8,9g. In fact, recent DFT-GGA studies showed,
that hydrogen bond cooperativity strengthens individual hy-
drogen bonds by more than a factor of twof5g. We therefore
conclude, that this effect hardens interpetide force constants
and consequently blueshifts the acoustical branches. To

TABLE I. Qualitative classification of the vibrational branches
based on an analysis of the corresponding eigenvectors. Notation:
s=stretching, b=bending, t=torsional, r =rotational, tr
=translational. Amide nomenclature according to Ref.f21g.

Id Type Name

1-2 acoustical branches

3-9 backbone vs side groupr or tr

10 backbonet, N-H b Amide 5

11-13, 17 backboneb or t

14-16 backbone or Ca−Cb s, Ca−H b

18, 19 backbones, N-H b Amide 3

20-23 Cb-H b

24 N-C s, N-H b Amide 2

25 C-Os Amide 1

26-29 Cb-H s, Ca-H s Amide B

30 N-H s Amide A

FIG. 2. sad Calculated phonon dispersion re-
lation ssolid line for scaled frequencies; dotted
line for unscaled frequenciesd as function of the
phase angle for polyalanine ina–helical confor-
mation. Experimental data from polarized IRstri-
anglesd and Ramanscircled measurementsf9g. sbd
Comparison for the 4 lowest vibrational branches
to force field resultssdashed line, from Fig. 3 in
f9gd.
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verify this explanation we have performed an identical vibra-
tional study for an infinite polyalanine chain in the fully
extended conformation, where hydrogen bonds and thus hy-
drogen bond cooperativity are completely absent. The acous-
tical branches of this conformation are found to be redshifted
by 20–40 cm−1, verifying that the absence of hydrogen bonds
softens the back bone against mechanical deformations. A
more detailed discussion of the above analysis together with
decomposition into short and long-range interactions will be
given elsewheref17g.

Since the low frequency branches have a fundamental
meaning for the thermodynamic and mechanical properties
of the helix, as they dominate the vibrational entropy and the
low temperature heat capacity, it is important to check
whether the deviations between force fields and DFT give
rise to changes in these quantities. We have therefore calcu-
lated the heat capacity:

CV = kBE
0

`

gsvd
u 2sv,Tdexp(− usv,Td)
f1 − exp(− usv,Td)g2 dv. s7d

Here,gsvd denotes the density of states, as derived from the
phonon dispersion relation,usv ,Td="viswd /kBT, T is the
temperature,kB the Boltzmann constant, and" the Planck
constant. Figure 3 shows the calculated heat capacity as
function of temperature. Further included are experimental
data f23g reported for crystallinea–helical polyalanine and
results from force field calculationsf4,8g. Note that we have
calculated the specific heat at constant volume, whereas the
experimental values are reported for constant pressure. How-
ever, the difference between these quantities is small for low
temperaturesf8g and has thus been neglected. For the follow-
ing discussion we will restrict on temperatures below 150 K,
as for larger temperatures the experimental values show a
drastic increase in the specific heat, most likely due to re-
sidual water molecules in the experimental samplef23g. As
can be seen in Fig. 3 the agreement with experiment is sig-
nificantly improved for our DFT results in comparison to the
force field results, i.e., the observed shift in the acoustical

branches leads to significant changes in the heat capacity.
It is interesting to note that deviations are not only in

value but exhibit also a qualitatively different behavior: The
force field models predict in the low temperature region up
to <50 K a linear behaviorsCV,Td. Following the Debye
law, this dependence is characteristic for a one-dimensional
periodic crystal at low temperatures, whereas for two- or
three-dimensional crystals aT2/T3 behavior is predicted. The
deviation of experiment from the linear behavior has been
thus interpreted by interhelix couplingsf8g: as the experi-
mental values have been obtained for crystalline polyalanine
these lateral couplings were expected to become important at
low temperatures. However, our results clearly demonstrate
that the deviation from linearity is not due to interhelix cou-
plings but an intrinsic property of the isolateda helix and
results from the complex dispersion of the low frequency
branches.

A discussion of the remaining discrepancy between ex-
perimental values for the heat capacity and our results re-
main speculative. Possible sources present in experiment but
not included in a harmonic DFT-GGA study are on the one
hand van der Waals attractions, which could lead to a hard-
ening of the low frequency force constants and on the other
hand positiveshardeningd anharmonicity, which is expected
to occur for large amplitudes in the acoustical branches. Fur-
ther interhelix interactions in the experimental crystalssee
aboved may occur. In conclusion, by employing density-
functional theory a significant improvement has been
achieved in predicting the acoustical branches—which de-
scribe the mechanical or elastic properties—and crucially in-
fluence folding and structure formation of proteins. Since the
resolution of the phonon-dispersion relation of our approach
exceeds experimental dataswhere only the high symmetry
pointsA, E1, andE2 are accessibled the calculated data may
be used as benchmark to construct a new generation of im-
proved force fields, which correctly treat long ranged
peptide-peptide interactions and take hydrogen bond cooper-
ativity accurately into account.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the specific heat of the
polyalaninea helix: experimental resultsscircles
f23gd, force-field calculations of Fanconiet al.
sdottedf4gd and of Datyeet al. sdashedf8gd, and
our DFT-PBE resultsssolid lined.
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